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Language in mathematics learning and teaching has a significant role in influencing performance. Literature on language in mathematics learning has evolved from language as a barrier to language as a cultural tool, and recently more research has argued for use of home language as an instructional tool in mathematics classrooms. However, the complexity of language is becoming another emerging challenge from bilingualism to multilingualism in different contexts. The need for access to mathematics knowledge has prompted debate about language policies that are inclusive of previously under-represented languages, especially in South Africa. This paper therefore extends this debate by exploring Reception class students’ basic numeracy abilities and their numeracy levels to see if they speak in accord with the current language policy of South Africa and to assess whether the curriculum connects with the students. A concurrent mixed methods design was employed to investigate context and numeracy knowledge levels for a sample of 26 Reception class students from low socio-economic backgrounds. Both descriptive and thematic analyses were conducted to analyse the biographical, contextual and interview data collected. The findings reveal that the literacies experienced by students in their early ages of life are different from those perceived by policy makers, researchers and curriculum designers. This paper calls for more studies that are interdisciplinary as new identities and literacies are developing.

Introduction

Language policy-making in South Africa is complex and needs insight from research. Setati’s (2005, 2008) work indicated very clearly the role that mother tongue instruction/tuition plays in making sense of mathematical ideas. Her work gave insights into classroom practices in contrast to expectations on language issues in mathematics education. She indicated that although it is not part of language policy, code-switching occurs without planning as teachers argue that it happens as the need arises. This code-switching (when a speaker alternates between two or more language) has its pros and cons; it allows students to understand teacher explanation while on the other hand it denies students the opportunity to acquire proficiency in one language. Students develop conceptual understanding by sharing their mathematics thinking and understanding, while using home language. In this case home language becomes a tool for sense-making of mathematical ideas, as revealed by Setati (2008) and Feza-Piyose (2012). In these studies home language is demonstrated by students as a useful tool to communicate thinking and explain their mathematical process in solving problems. The literature has argued for mother tongue instruction for some time now. Khitsy and Morales (2004) highlighted the inequities in learning that are experienced by non-English speaking students. It is important to note that students do come with diverse, rich languages that influence their frame of reasoning and therefore denying them use of these languages is a marginalising factor (Bishop, 1985). Vygotsky (1978) highlighted the importance of personalisation of
meaning which in his words was described as “internalisation”. This internalisation of ideas happens only if the language spoken is understood and used fluently to communicate ideas. The TIMSS 2011 findings (Mullis, Martin, Foy & Drucker, 2012) support this notion as they indicate clearly that students’ performance is positively associated with the language of the test when it is the language spoken at home.

South African education policy asserts that Grade R (reception class) students should learn in their home languages (DoBE, 2014). Grade R is the first year of school in South Africa for 5 to 6 year old students and it is a bridging year between pre-school and formal schooling. Research supports this practice as Heugh (2012) indicated that more time spent by learners learning in their mother tongue has positive benefits for their performance. In view of such recommendations, this policy stipulation of mother tongue instruction for foundation phase (Grade R to 3) learning came to being in South Africa (DoBE, 2014). Mullis et al (2012) in The PIRLS 2011 International Results in Reading report revealed that students who take the international language test in their home languages perform better than those taking tests in a second or third language. These international findings demonstrate clearly that this language challenge does not belong solely to the South African context but to other countries. Nunan (2003) discovered that English as a universal language in the Asia-Pacific region created irregularities and inequities to effective language teaching as teachers were not proficient with English.

Internationally, there is a need to understand the complexity of language in mathematics learning and teaching. The demographics of the global community have changed due to increasing migration and immigration. Kiefer et al (2009) revealed that poor performance in mathematics is influenced by proficiency in academic English, hence they argued for development of academic language skills that are central to performing sophisticated mathematical tasks. This recommendation opens debate as they have not unpacked how this academic language can be developed amongst students. Research has to inform this community on how to address these challenges. Already code-switching is employed in different parts of the world (Salehmohamed et al., 2014; Selamat, 2014). What is not clear to date is the impact of such practice. Despite much support of the use of home language for learning mathematics, little is known about pre-school students’ language skills in counting as they enter school.

The aim of this paper is to share linguistic numeracy levels demonstrated by Reception class students (Grade R) prior their formal engagement with learning in the Reception class. In this case, counting skills possessed by learners from their early experiences will be explored to see if the findings promote mother tongue learning. The paper also aims to explore the numeracy language abilities these students enter schools with. Therefore this paper aims to respond to the following research questions:

1. How advanced are Reception class students in terms of learning trajectories (Clements & Sarama, 2009) in using their home language for counting before entering formal schooling?
2. Does the developmental progression observed in home language mediate counting concepts further?
Language and mathematics learning and teaching

Research on language and its impact on the learning of mathematics is very broad. Some researchers argue that language can constitute a barrier when the language of the dominating group becomes the main language of instruction (Winsor, 2007; Barwell, 2002). However, this research is challenged by others who emphasise the need to recognise the impact of ignoring other people’s languages as learning tools (Adler, 1998, 2001; Setati & Adler, 2001). These authors contribute to the literature that argues for pluralism. In response to this, further research then leads to more arguments that a home language is cultural capital possessed by all individuals and therefore should be used as the capital it is (Heugh, 2012). As a result, policies have changed and nowadays assert that home language should be used to address exclusion and inequities and also to promote access to knowledge. On the other hand, there is research that proposes the nurturing of language proficiency and language efficiency (Essien & Setati, 2007).

English language proficiency for mathematics learning and teaching for second language students

Essien and Setati (2007) asserted that improving English language proficiency of non-native English-speaking students improves their mathematics performance, when English is their language of instruction and assessment. Their study conducted an intervention that improved English language proficiency of Grade 9 African students, with results indicating a higher performance of the experimental group after intervention. The findings of this study support the literature that promotes learning of mathematics through a well-understood language. This association between English language proficiency and mathematics achievement has also been highlighted in United States studies on students whose home language is not English (Beal Adams & Cohen, 2010; Brown, Cady & Lubinski, 2011; Henry, Nistor & Baltes, 2014; Kieffer, Lesaux, Rivera & Francis, 2009). However for the early years of schooling there seem to be only a limited number of studies focusing on language issues in mathematics teaching and learning. This has implications for understanding the continuing poor performance in mathematics by South African students.

South African language policy

The group of students investigated in this research all speak isiXhosa, one of the 11 official languages, as their home language. According to the Language in Education Policy (DoE 1997) and the Revised National Curriculum Statement (DoE 2002), Grade R students researched in this study should learn in their mother tongue. This policy is supported by researchers such as Alexander (1999), Ball (2010), Cummins (1996), Heugh (2002) and Skutnabb-Kangas (2000), who promoted the use of mother tongue tuition and who asserted that mother tongue use lays a rich foundation for obtaining reading skills that can later be transmitted to other languages. Bialystock (2006) and Klass and Trudell (2011) argued that a discrepancy between the language of teaching and the home language spoken by learners hinders learner involvement, inhibits content learning, and makes critical thinking difficult. Hence much advocacy for mother tongue instructions, for
example as Mbatha (2014) who claimed that mother tongue is a starting point. Therefore, this paper sets out to investigate the numeracy mother tongue capabilities and potential of Grade R students, and how these capabilities are aligned with the language of instruction.

**Number learning trajectories**

Counting concepts for young children need to be understood for a firm foundation of number knowledge and useful development. Feza (2015) gave a detailed account of the developmental progression levels, as hypothesised by Clements and Sarama (2009). She argued that innate abilities of young students form a rich foundation for developing these concepts. In summary, Feza (2015) listed the concepts in a linear way as verbal counting/rote counting; object counting/one-to-one correspondence; cardinality/response to the how many question; counting backwards; skip counting; and counting on. She also mentioned the skill of subitising (promptly seeing how many), which Clements and Sarama described as an innate skill that could be further developed for number patterns and multiplicative knowledge of numbers (Clements & Sarama, 2014). These basic concepts play a significant role in using young students’ activities in composing and decomposing, that later develops the knowledge of basic operations. This paper investigates whether these reception class candidates have any of this knowledge, and to what level of understanding.

**Zone of proximal development (ZPD)**

In investigating the levels of understanding of number of these Reception class students, Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of ZPD is regarded as the best theory to employ in an analysis investigating how these understandings could be aligned with learning of the curriculum. ZPD can be summarised as the actual developmental level of the student and the potential the student demonstrates for developing; meaning readiness for reaching the next level. This theory will then assist in aligning students’ levels of understanding number to the curriculum expectations. It will also assist in determining the level of expectations the South African curriculum assessment policy statements have for the students; whether they are aimed too low or too high. This paper will also attempt to give a critical view of the Reception class curriculum in number development, with reference to ZPD that will be measured by learning trajectories (Clements & Sarama, 2009). The strength of this theory in the context of this study lies on the mediation and integration of culture as a tool for learning and developing a student (Feza, 2013). Language of the student becomes the internal tool the students bring to school to assist them to make sense of the new ideas confronting them. Thus, the aim of this paper is to explore whether the current language policy of South Africa speaks to students in current Grade R classrooms, and whether curriculum expectations in number development, specifically counting concepts, are at an achievable level for this group of students.

**Methodology**

An extensive literature has been documented by Spaull and Kotze (2014) and Brown, Cady and Lubinski (2011), concerning the disadvantages of low socio-economic
background with respect to stimulating the minds of young students. This paper seeks to reveal the consequences of these disadvantages, if any, for students in Quintile 1 schools (no-fee schools) of South Africa, and to make observations about language policy alignment with these students’ home language. This requires both a quantitative analysis of the background of these learners and an in-depth, qualitative analysis of their counting knowledge. Therefore, this research adopted a mixed-methods approach. The research questions for this paper required a concurrent procedure which Creswell (2003) described as the use of quantitative and qualitative analyses to give a comprehensive analysis of the problem investigated. Therefore this paper uses a concurrent procedure to give an account of students’ background, and what these circumstances have exposed them to before their formal schooling commenced. This will position this paper to support or challenge the extant literature about the role played in mathematical stimulation by the students’ circumstances, in the regional context of the Eastern Cape of South Africa.

**Participants**

The district where this study was conducted has a number of municipalities. One of these municipalities has six primary schools that participated in a National Research Foundation funded study. The participants in this research come from five of the six primary schools. The primary school excluded was missed due to time constraints and teacher excursion activity in the morning, as the researchers revisited and arrived after the reception classes were dismissed, being tired from their excursion. Twenty-six Reception class students were selected randomly from class lists by first asking teachers to separate the boy’s list from the girl’s list. Names written on pieces of papers were put in two bowls and a student was asked to pick one from each bowl. The teacher had to make sure that all students with names in the bowls were present at school on the data collection day for each Reception class; only two students were selected to participate in the interviews. As conducting interviews with young students is time consuming, the interview sample had to be limited to two students per class. This was considered as adequate, given that the aim of this research was to gain initial insights into the students’ ZPD. Two students per class allowed for developmentally appropriate engagement, as students could engage with manipulatives with no pressure of time. This study was conducted at the beginning of the school year before formal instruction commenced, thus the data presented here concerns students’ knowledge before they started learning in a Reception class.

**Instruments**

A mixture of unstructured and structured questions were used to develop the interviews. The main purpose of this was to allow students to first play with the manipulatives with no expectations and also feel free to engage with the researcher. These interviews were developed and tested by the author with ten five-year-old children from her church in the Gauteng province. A group of 36 young children between 4 to 9 year old meet in this church every Saturday to engage in activities. The researcher asked the permission of parents to conduct the interview with their five year old children numbering about 17; 16 showed interest. All parents consented, but about six of the 16 five year old children played when interviews were informal and ran outside when numeracy questions began.
These interviews were conducted individually over three Saturdays. The analysis of this pilot assisted the researcher in improving the provision of materials to learners, as having all of them in sight leads to disruption. The manipulatives for counting had to be alone on the table with no other manipulatives in sight when the interview started, and students needed about 5 minutes time to play with them, mostly sorting them by colour, otherwise they were not willing to stop while they were sorting or making structures. Their responses to the questions gave insights into their counting skills, knowledge and language. The aim of these interviews was to elicit the number knowledge and geometric knowledge that students possess before entering formal schooling. However, this paper discusses only number knowledge with a specific focus on counting.

Data collection

Two groups of five researchers visited three schools per group to conduct the interviews with the Reception class students. Both groups video recorded the interviews and also took field notes. Each interview lasted about 15 minutes with each student. Manipulatives/physical materials such as counters (Unifix Cubes and bottle tops) were provided during interviews to give students opportunities to use them and allow the researchers to observe students' actions and interests.

Data analysis

The questions posed by this research require the use of both quantitative and qualitative investigation for a comprehensive, in-depth exploration of counting developmental levels acquired in home language by Grade R learners, and the understanding of their context. A descriptive analysis of students' home backgrounds was deemed important for obtaining a comprehensive picture of the student investigated. Therefore, a descriptive analysis of students’ background data will be conducted. This paper aims to reveal both the actual counting knowledge levels of students together with their potential including their language capabilities.

The biographical and context-based data was separated and entered into an Excel spreadsheet for quantitative analysis, aiming to obtain frequencies and groupings of data. Qualitative data from the video recordings of interviews was transcribed into a Word document, giving each line a number for analysis, while the field notes were entered separately, using the same format of numbering. The aim in separating the two sets of data was to analyse separately and then triangulate together at the coding level of the analysis. The typed data was then shared amongst two researchers for conducting individual analyses, as the two researchers agreed to write separate papers each with a different focus upon the data.

Each line was annotated with low inferences throughout both data sets. These low inferences were then grouped together in a table for each data set to make it easy to work with them. They were then colour coded according to similarities with the aim of finding patterns. Those low inferences that were not matching others were also highlighted using different colours and those that were contrasting some were also colour coded differently.
Analytical memos were written summarising the observations and incorporating raw data to support the emerging patterns. The codes then started emerging when raw data was revisited and each researcher brought forward their separate codes. The two sets of codes from the two researchers were then triangulated through discussion, revisiting the raw data for empirical evidence and confirmation. Both researchers shared their analytical memos in strengthening the codes. Consensus codes were developed and were triangulated with the theory of learning trajectories for counting (Clements & Sarama, 2009, 2014). Analytical themes emerged from this analysis, and a thematic report will be presented in the next section.

Findings

This paper will first present the students’ background quantitatively with the aim of situating this paper with the research that relates to students from low socio-economic backgrounds. As a researcher, I do not see these students as poor as their circumstances are similar to mine as a child. Hence, I use my perspective of describing myself as a child who never knew myself as being poor. Although this paper is not focusing on labelling, I challenge the concept, following the linguistic literature on the cognitive effects of such labelling. The literature asserts that the words we use to define what we see, control what we see (Carrol, 1997). This means if I portray a child as poor, then the child may not strive to get out of the poverty but will remain in poorness. Therefore, the low socio-economic status in this paper does not refer to the student, but describes the school and the home.

The context

At the time of the study, all students in this research attended no-fee-paying schools of South Africa, known as Quintile 1 schools, fully funded by the government. Figure 1 below presents the family structures these students come from.

![Figure 1: Family structures of students](image-url)
Figure 1 illustrates that the most common home structure for these students is extended families of single mothers. Extended families in the South African context are more prevalent amongst the black community due to the distribution of wealth that is skewed to the white community, which is also the minority (Holborn & Eddy, 2011). Families live together for survival as most youths are not working in South Africa and therefore family income can depend on the old age grant and child support grant. Figure 1 also shows a lower number of fathers who are present in the lives of these students compared to mothers. In this context most of these students depend on a government grant that is about R300 per month (about US$21 per month). If these students are fortunate enough to have a grandparent, the income the home receives will be increased by R1100 per month (about US$72 per month).

Figure 2 shows that at the time of the research most of the students in this study were aged five years, followed by aged six years and a few aged four years. According to South Africa’s admission policy, only five to six year old students are supposed to be in the Reception class. In these schools, the Reception class sizes exceeded 45 students (average 47), which represented severe overcrowding in a Reception class, compared with the policy target of student to teacher ratio 30:1 (DoBE, 2011). In these classrooms, students had only one teacher with no assistants.

As shown in Figure 3, no home had more than 10 books, and it is possible that the books that were there belonged to the schools, thus they were textbooks. The variables used in this graph are used in the TIMSS study to indicate how poor these homes are in the South African context. However, it is important to note that TV plays a significant role in developing students’ language as they may spend most of their afternoons watching TV at home. As discussed in the findings below, these students’ English language abilities develop prior to entering school, an indication of exposure to English language at home.
Mathematical literacy is English dominated

Of the 26 students, 12 demonstrated attainment of three developmental progressions in English, namely verbal counting, one-to-one correspondence, and cardinality.

From this group of 12 students, one of them (Student A) counted 55 counters accurately, moving each as she counted them and at the end reporting that the counters numbered 55. In her counting she used English number names. When the researcher asked this student if she could count the same counters in her home language (Xhosa), she shook her head. Then the researcher asked her to count starting from “inye”, which means one in the Xhosa language. The student then started object counting in Xhosa as “inye, zimbini, zintathu, zine, zintlanu, ntandathu, sixhenxe, sibhozo, lithoba, lishumi” ending at 10. Then the researcher asked her to continue counting. The response from the student was “andikwazi”, meaning “I cannot”. This student was also able to write numerals from one to 20 as shown in Figure 4, though missing 16. Note in Figure 4 that 17 is written as a mirror image rather than the correct 17, indicating a need for more practice in writing the number 7, also 5 is challenging for this student, although in 15 it is correctly written.
Eight of these students followed suit with lowest counting being to 29 and the highest to 49 in English, with all three developmental levels achieved. Five of these eight students also struggled to understand counting in Xhosa until the hint of “inye” from the researcher; they then counted in Xhosa to 10 doing object counting and stating the total number of counters at the end as 10. One of the students counted in both languages as “inye one, zimbini two, zintathu three, zine four, zintlanu five, ntandathu six, sixhenxe seven, sibhozo eight, lithoba nine, lishumi 10”. The remaining three students showed different levels; one could not even attempt to count in Xhosa; the second one tried but counted to 10 in English; then the third one tried but was only able to count to three (“inye, zimbini, zintathu”) object counting. Only two, Student B and C, of these eight students were also able to write numbers from one to 10. Below is the evidence of their number writing.
The last three students were able to count from one to 23, with one student ending at 20 object counting. The two students were both able to count “ngo inye” meaning home language to 10 doing object counting and giving the total number of the 10 counters. One of these students, Student D, was able to write numbers from one to 10 and the other two were not able to write numbers. Below is evidence of the writing of one of the students.

Xhosa and English mathematical literacy sharing fluency

Eight students showed a balance between the two languages in their counting development. All eight students were able to do object counting and cardinality from one to 10, with a highest of 13 for two of them. Similarly, these students demonstrated the same level in their home language from “inye ukuya kwishumi” meaning one to 10. They also showed that they could respond accurately to the “how many” question. The eighth student could only count from one to 10 in the object counting and in the cardinality only in English. One of the eight students (when counting in home language) used both languages like “inye one, zimbini two, sintathu three, zine four, zintlanu five, ntandathu six, sixhenxe seven, sibhozo eight, lithoba nine, lishumi 10”.

Only two of these students, Student E and F were able to write numbers. Others wrote alphabets, some zigzags and some only three numbers.
The last group of five students showed that their counting in English was poor, although when asked to count they used it without hesitation. All five students could not exceed six in object counting in English, and could not respond to the “how many” question in English. One of these students refused to count, as she mentioned “andikwazi kubala”, meaning “I cannot count”. However, when students were prompted by the researcher on the first Xhosa name for one, “inye”, everything started to change. Three of these students counted from one to 10 in Xhosa, touching objects accurately. The other two were also doing the translating, counting in their object counting of “inye one, zimbini two, zintathu three, zine four, zintlanu five, ntandathu six, sixhenxe seven, sibhozo eight, lithoba nine, lishumi 10”.

**Discussion**

The first part of the discussion responds to the first question of the study: (1) How advanced are Reception class students in terms of learning trajectories (Clements & Sarama, 2009) in using their home language for counting before entering formal schooling? It is clear from the findings that the students observed in this research enter Reception class with counting concepts that are meaningful and need to be extended (though the findings may not be widely generalisable). However, these concepts were not developed in their home language, but in English. The majority of these students demonstrated that they exceeded the minimum requirements of the CAPS curriculum of South Africa, which requires them to count meaningfully to 10, the minimum in the English language. The challenge with these findings is that the language policy requires use of home language exclusively in the Reception class. The students investigated in this research enter formal school with a different language tool than the expected. Vygotsky
(1978) suggested that for new ideas to become meaningful and be owned, a student needs to connect the new ideas with his/her own existing ideas and cultural tools. In this case the home language is Xhosa, but the numeracy language the students have developed is English. The students who are emerging from this investigation challenge both the curriculum and the language policy.

The second question asks: (2) Does the developmental progression observed in home language mediate counting concepts further? According to the findings of this research, the Xhosa number counting does not exceed 10 and for many students their Xhosa counting levels ended at one-to-one correspondence in the developmental progression. Some students used English as their referral language for more meaningful counting. The English development shown by the students also led to numeral documentation. Literature which reveals that language proficiency in the language of teaching increases mathematics performance assists in understanding these findings (Alexander, 1999; Anthony & Setati, 2008; Ball, 2010; Cummins, 1996; Heugh, 2002; Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000). These young students, coming from low socio-economic home backgrounds, have been exposed to numeracy that is communicated in English rather than in their mother tongue. It is clear that only English numerals are used in their community, hence it was easy for them to develop further in the pre-schools they attended before school. This paper therefore challenges the understanding of the current literacies in research and policy-making level. If the school sticks with the current language policy in developing these students, what will it be creating if the student goes back to the community that uses English numeracy language? This paper calls for more research that is interdisciplinary in studying new emerging linguistic identities in young learners for their relevant mathematical development. The findings of the paper point to a number of misalignments between the emerging student and language policy, the emerging student and curriculum expectations, and the developing literacies and research.
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